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Abstract

In this study, a simple method based on the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) is pre-

sented for computing the association probabilities. The computed association probabilities are used to

track the single manoeuvring target in the cluttered environment. A hybrid learning algorithm, which

combines the least square method and the backpropagation algorithm, is used to identify the parameters

of ANFIS. The tracks estimated by using the method proposed in this study are in very good agreement

with the true tracks. Better accuracy with respect to the well known nearest neighbour Kalman filter and

probabilistic data association algorithms is obtained.
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1. Introduction

The target tracking [1-3] is an important issue in military surveillance, ballistic missile defence, satellite
defence, and air traffic control systems. The objective of the target tracking is to partition sensor data into
sets of observations, or tracks produced by same source. Once tracks are formed and confirmed, the number
of targets can be estimated and parameters such as position, velocity and acceleration can be obtained from
each track.

The probabilistic data association filter (PDAF) approach [1, 2] is one of the methods commonly
used in the target tracking. This approach is a bayesian approach that computes the probability that
each measurement in a track’s validation region is the correct measurements and the probability that none
of the validated measurements is target originated. The association probabilities and all of the validated
measurements are used in the PDAF to update the target state.

The joint probabilistic data association filter (JPDAF) [3] is the extension of the PDAF to multitarget
case. It works without any prior information about the targets and clutters. In the JPDAF algorithm, the
association probabilities are computed from the joint likelihood functions corresponding to the joint hypothe-
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ses associating all the returns to different permutations of the targets and clutter points. The computational
complexity for the joint probabilities increases exponentially as the number of targets increases. To reduce
this computational complexity significantly, Fitzgerald [4] proposed the simplified version of the JPDAF,

called the cheap JPDAF algorithm (CJPDAF). The association probabilities were calculated in [4] by using
an ad hoc formula. The CJPDAF method is very fast and easy to implement; however, in either dense target
or cluttered environment the tracking performance of the CJPDAF also decreases.

To calculate the association probabilities, different structures and architectures of artificial neural
networks (ANNs) such as the standard Hopfield, the modified Hopfield, the Boltzmann machine, and the

mean-field Hopfield were proposed in [5], [6], [7], and [8], respectively. In these works [5-8], the task of finding
association probabilities is viewed as a constrained optimisation problem. The constraints were obtained by
a careful evaluation of the properties of the JPDA rule. Some of these constraints are analogous to those of
the classical travelling salesman problem. Usually, in the works [5-7] there are five constants to be decided
arbitrarily. In practice, it is very difficult to choose the five constants to make sure that optimisation will
be achieved. On the other hand, the Boltzmann machine’s [7] convergence speed is very slow, even though
it can achieve an optimal solution. To cope these problems, the mean-field Hopfield network, which is an
alternative to the Hopfield network and the Boltzman machine, was proposed by Wang et al. [8]. This
mean-field Hopfield network has the advantages of both the Hopfield network and the Boltzman machine;
however, the higher performance of the mean-field Hopfield network was achieved at the expense of the
complexity of equipment structure.

The fuzzy inference systems (FISs) [9-13] were also used in calculating the association probabilities.

Usually, the transformation of human knowledge into a fuzzy system (in the form of rules and membership

functions) does not give exactly the target response. So, the parameters of the FIS should be determined
optimally.

The problem in the literature is that a method that is as simple as possible for calculating the
association probabilities should be obtained, but the estimated tracks obtained by using these association
probabilities must be in good agreement with the true tracks. In this study, a simple method based on the
adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) [14, 15] is presented for efficiently solving this problem. First,
the parameters related to the association probabilities are determined, then the association probabilities
depending on these parameters are calculated by using the ANFIS.

The ANFIS can simulate and analysis the mapping relation between the input and output data through
a learning algorithm to determine optimal parameters of a given FIS. It combines the explicit knowledge
representation of FIS with learning power of ANN. Fast and accurate learning, excellent explanation facilities
in the form of semantically meaningful fuzzy rules, the ability to accommodate both data and existing expert
knowledge about the problem, and good generalization capability features have made neuro-fuzzy systems
popular in the last few years [14-19]. Because of these fascinating features, the ANFIS in this study is used
to accurately compute the association probabilities. These computed association probabilities are used to
track the single manoeuvring target in the cluttered environment.

In previous works [20, 21], we successfully used ANFIS to compute the resonant frequency of triangular

microstrip antennas and the input resistance of rectangular microstrip antennas. We also proposed FISs [22,

23] and ANNs [24-35] for computing accurately the various parameters of the rectangular, circular, and
triangular microstrip antennas, and pyramidal horn antennas, and asymmetric coplanar waveguides. In the
following sections, the PDAF and the ANFIS are described briefly, and the application of ANFIS to the
calculation of the association probabilities for single target tracking is then explained.
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2. Probabilistic Data Association Filter (PDAF)

The PDAF is a suboptimal Bayesian algorithm that associates probabilistically all the validated measure-
ments to the target of interest [1, 2]. For n measurements falling inside validation region at time t , the

probability that the jth validated measurement zj(t) is target originated, denoted by β j, is

βj =
ej

b+
n∑
l=1

el

(j = 1, . . . , n) (1)

while the probability that none of the measurements is target originated, denoted by β 0 , is

β0 =
b

b+
n∑
l=1

el

(2)

The term ej in Eqn. (1) is given by

ej = exp
{
−1

2
υTj (t)S−1(t)υj(t)

}
, (3)

where υj(t) is the residual for the jth validated measurement, S(t) is the residual covariance for the
measurements, and the superscripts T and −1 represent the transpose and inverse of the matrix, respectively.
In the standard PDAF, all measurement residuals are assumed to have same covariance. For the parametric
PDAF, the term b is given by

b = λ
√

det |2πS(t)|1− PDPG
PD

, (4)

where λ is the spatial density of the clutter (assumed known), PD is the detection probability (assumed

known), and PG is the probability of the target-originated measurement falling inside the validation region.

For the nonparametric PDAF, b is the same as in Eqn. (4), except that λ is replaced by n/V , where V is
the hypervolume of the validated region at time t .

The state in the PDAF is updated using all of the validated measurements. The update is given by

x̂(t|t) = x̂(t|t− 1) +K(t)υ(t), (5)

where x̂(t|t) is the updated state, x̂(t|t−1) is the predicted state, K(t) is the Kalman gain, υ(t) is combined
residual, which is given by

υ(t) =
n∑
j=1

βjυj(t), (6)

and υj(t) is the residual for the jth validated measurement,
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υj(t) = zj(t) −H(t)x̂(t|t− 1). (7)

where H(t) is the observation matrix.

The updated covariance can be written as

P (t|t) = β0P (t|t− 1) + [1− β0]P c(t) + P̃ (t) (8)

with

P c(t) = P (t|t− 1)−K(t)S(t)KT (t) (9)

and

P̃ (t) = K(t)

 n∑
j=1

βjυj(t)υTj (t) − υ(t)υT (t)

KT (t). (10)

The elements of the υj vector are defined by x̃j and ỹj for a cartesian sensor. Therefore, only two

parameters, x̃j and ỹj , are needed to describe the association probabilities. In this work, the association
probabilities are calculated by using a new method based on ANFIS. Only two parameters, x̃j and ỹj , are

used in computing the association probabilities.

3. Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS)

The FIS is a popular computing framework based on the concepts of fuzzy set theory, fuzzy if-then rules,
and fuzzy reasoning [15]. Among many FIS models, the Sugeno fuzzy model is the most widely applied one
for its high interpretability and computational efficiency, and built-in optimal and adaptive techniques. The
Sugeno fuzzy model provides a systematic approach to generate fuzzy rules from a set of input-output data
pairs.

The ANFIS is a FIS implemented in the framework of an adaptive fuzzy neural network. It combines
the benefits of ANNs and FISs in a single model. The main aim of ANFIS is to optimize the parameters of the
equivalent FIS by applying a learning algorithm using input-output data sets. The parameter optimization
is done in a way such that the error measure between the target and the actual output is minimized.

A typical architecture of ANFIS is shown in Figure 1, in which a circle indicates a fixed node, whereas
a square indicates an adaptive node. For simplicity, it was assumed that the FIS has two inputs x and y

and one output z . The ANFIS used in this paper implements a first-order Sugeno fuzzy model. For this
model, a typical rule set with two fuzzy if-then rules can be expressed as

Rule 1: If x is A1 and y is B1, then z1 = p1x+ q1y + r1 (11a)

Rule 2: If x is A2 and y is B2, then z2 = p2x+ q2y + r2 (11b)
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where Ai and Bi are the fuzzy sets in the antecedent, and pi , qi , and ri are the design parameters that
are determined during the training process. As in Figure 1, the ANFIS consists of five layers:

Layer 1: Each node in the first layer employs a node function given by

O1
i = µAi (x), i = 1, 2 (12a)

O1
i = µBi−2 (y), i = 3, 4 (12b)

where µAi (x) and µBi−2 (y) can adopt any fuzzy membership function (MF). In this paper, the following

Gaussian MF is used.

gaussian (x; c, σ) = e−
1
2 (x−cσ )2

(13)

where {ci , σ i } is the parameter set that changes the shapes of the MF. Parameters in this layer are referred
to as the premise parameters.
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Figure 1. Architecture of ANFIS.

Layer 2: Each node in this layer calculates the firing strength of a rule via multiplication:

O2
i = ωi = µAi(x)µBi (y), i = 1, 2 (14)

Layer 3: The ith node in this layer calculates the ratio of the ith rule’s firing strength to the sum
of all rules’ firing strengths:

O3
i = ωi =

ωi
ω1 + ω2

, i = 1, 2 (15)
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where ωi is referred to as the normalized firing strengths.

Layer 4: In this layer, each node has the following function:

O4
i = ωizi = ωi(pix+ qiy + ri), i = 1, 2 (16)

where ωi is the output of layer 3, and {pi, qi, ri} is the parameter set. Parameters in this layer are referred
to as the consequent parameters.

Layer 5: The single node in this layer computes the overall output as the summation of all incoming
signals, which is expressed as:

O5
1 =

2∑
i=1

ωizi =
ω1z1 + ω2z2

ω1 + ω2
(17)

It is clear that the ANFIS has two set of adjustable parameters, namely the premise and consequent
parameters. During the learning process, the premise parameters in the layer 1 and the consequent param-
eters in the layer 4 are tuned until the desired response of the FIS is achieved. In this paper, the hybrid
learning algorithm [14, 15], which combines the least square method (LSM) and the backpropagation (BP)
algorithm, is used to rapidly train and adapt the FIS. This algorithm converges much faster since it reduces
the dimension of the search space of the BP algorithm.

It is seen from the ANFIS architecture that when the values of the premise parameters are fixed, the
overall output can be expressed as a linear combination of the consequent parameters:

z = (ω1x)p1 + (ω1y)q1 + (ω1)r1 + (ω2x)p2 + (ω2y)q2 + (ω2)r2 (18)

The LSM can be used to determine optimally the values of the consequent parameters. When the
premise parameters are not fixed, the search space becomes larger and the convergence of training becomes
slower. The hybrid learning algorithm can be used to solve this problem. This algorithm is composed of
a forward pass and a backward pass. In the forward pass, while holding the premise parameters fixed, the
functional signals are propagated forward to layer 4, where the consequent parameters are identified by the
LSM. In the backward pass, the consequent parameters are held fixed while the error signals, the derivative
of the error measure with respect to each node output, are propagated from the output end to the input
end, and the premise parameters are updated by the standard BP algorithm.

4. Application of ANFIS to the Calculation of the Association

Probabilities

In order to find the updated states of the targets, in this study the association probabilities β j are computed

by using ANFIS. For the ANFIS, the inputs are the absolute values of the elements of the measurement
innovation vector υj ( |x̃j| and |ỹj |), and the output is the association probabilities β j . The ANFIS model
used in calculating β j is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. ANFIS model for association probability computation.

Training an ANFIS with the use of the hybrid learning algorithm to compute the association proba-
bilities involves presenting it sequentially with different sets ( |x̃j| and |ỹj|) and corresponding desired β j

values. Differences between the desired output β j and the actual output of the ANFIS are evaluated by the

hybrid learning algorithm. The adaptation is carried out after the presentation of each set (|x̃j| and |ỹj|)
until the calculation accuracy of the ANFIS is deemed satisfactory according to some criterion (for example,
when the error between the desired β j and the actual output for all the training set falls below a given

threshold) or the maximum allowable number of epochs is reached.

The values of the input variables |x̃j| and |ỹj| used in this paper are between 0 and 1.2 km. The

β j values, which depend on the absolute values of the input variables, must be between 0 and 1. While
the values of the input variables approach to zero, the value of β j approaches to 1. After many trials,

the desired β j values, which lead to an excellent agreement between the true tracks and estimated tracks,
are determined. In this paper, 630 data sets, which are most suitable for the accurate computation of the
association probabilities, were used to train the ANFIS.

The input and output data sets were scaled between 0 and 1 before training. The number of epoch
was 10 for training. The hybrid learning algorithm can dramatically reduce the required training epochs
because the training errors are de-coupled and treated separately. The number of membership functions for
the input variables |x̃j| and |ỹj| are 5 and 5, respectively. The number of rules is then 25 (5x5=25). The

gaussian MF is used for two input variables |x̃j| and |ỹj | . It is clear from Eqn. (13) that the gaussian MF

is specified by two parameters. Therefore, the ANFIS used here contains a total of 95 fitting parameters, of
which 20 (5x2+5x2=20) are the premise parameters and 75 (3x25=75) are the consequent parameters.

After training, the association probabilities (βj ) are computed rapidly by using the ANFIS for different

test trajectories. These computed association probabilities are used in Eqn. (6) to determine the combined
residual, and then the estimated states of the targets are found by using the Kalman filter equations. The
approach proposed in this paper can be called as ANFIS data association filter (ANFISDAF).

5. Simulations

In this section, the performance evaluation of the ANFISDAF proposed in this paper is presented using
different simulation studies. Six different manoeuvring target trajectories shown in Figures 3-8 are considered
for this evaluation. The initial positions and velocities of these targets are listed in Table 1. For all targets,

a uniform clutter density was selected as about 0.1 km−2 . The clutter points were uniformly located in
the measurement space with an average of about 3 clutter points per validation gate. In the simulation the
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sampling interval was assumed to be 1 s. The covariance matrix Q(t) of the process noise w(t) is given by

Q(t) =
[

(σx(t))2 0
0 (σy(t))2

]
.

The associated variances were chosen as

(σx(t))2 = 0.005km2s−4

(σy(t))
2 = 0.005km2s−4

.
It was assumed that only position measurements are available so that

H(t) =
[

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

]
for all t.
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Figure 3. Tracking target 1 using ANFISDAF.

The measurement noise covariance matrix was R(t)=diag(0.1,0.1) assuming all the measurement noise
to be uncorrelated. The probability of detection was selected as 0.9. The threshold of the validation gate
was set to 10.
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Figure 4. Tracking target 2 using ANFISDAF.
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Figure 5. Tracking target 3 using ANFISDAF.

The tracking results of the ANFISDAF are presented in Figures 3-8 for six different test trajectories in
the cluttered environment. It is seen from Figures 3-8 that the estimated tracks obtained from ANFISDAF
are close to the true tracks for all targets. The good agreement between the ANFISDAF tracks and the true
tracks supports the validity of the ANFISDAF method proposed here. For comparison, we also obtained
the target tracking results of the nearest neighbour Kalman filter (NNKF) [3] and the PDAF. Table 2 gives
the comparative performances of the NNKF, the PDAF, and the ANFISDAF methods in terms of RMS
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tracking error. The percentage improvement obtained by using the ANFISDAF is calculated as the ratio
of the difference between the RMS errors of the ANFISDAF method and the competing method (NNKF or

PDAF) to the RMS error of the competing method. It is clear from Table 2 that in all cases the results
of the ANFISDAF are better than those of the NNKF and the PDAF methods. The RMS tracking error
values clearly show that a significant improvement is obtained on the results of the NNKF and the PDAF
methods. When the ANFISDAF is used, the average percentage improvements with respect to the NNKF
and the PDAF are 58 % and 48 % , respectively. It is known that the track quality depends strongly on the
associator’s performance. The accurate association probability computation by using ANFIS leads to good
accuracy in tracking single target. In addition to the association accuracy, the computational speed of the
data association is also essential to target tracking system. The ANFISDAF method presented in this work
does not require the excessive computational load for computing the association probabilities.
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Figure 6. Tracking target 4 using ANFISDAF.

Table 1. Initial positions and velocities for six different test trajectories.

Targets x (km) y (km) ẋ (km/s) ẏ (km/s)
1 72.68 29.34 -0.26 -0.13
2 45.47 -42.87 -0.31 -0.01
3 60.62 60.61 -0.33 -0.32
4 30.48 9.13 0.01 -0.28
5 80.75 1.16 -0.21 0.21
6 65.93 29.38 -0.42 0.01
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Figure 7. Tracking target 5 using ANFISDAF.
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Figure 8. Tracking target 6 using ANFISDAF.
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Table 2. Performance comparison of the NNKF, the PDAF, and the ANFISDAF methods.

Targets

RMS Tracking Errors (m) Percentage Percentage
Present Improvement Improvement

NNKF PDAF Method with Respect with Respect
[3] [1,2] (ANFISDAF) to NNKF (%) to PDAF (%)

1 118.2 97.3 49.1 58 50
2 119.1 97.1 49.0 59 50
3 115.2 90.2 49.3 57 45
4 118.4 97.6 49.6 58 49
5 121.8 99.1 51.2 58 48
6 122.4 98.9 53.9 56 46

6. Conclusion

The ANFIS approach is presented for single target tracking in the cluttered environment. In this approach,
the association probabilities are computed with the use of ANFIS. These computed association probabilities
are used to determine the updated states of the targets. It was shown that the ANFISDAF tracks are
in very good agreement with the true tracks. This good agreement supports the validity of the approach
proposed in this paper. Better accuracy with respect to the well known NNKF and PDAF algorithms is
obtained. Accurate, fast, and reliable ANFIS models can be developed from measured/simulated data. Once
developed, these ANFIS models can be used in place of computationally intensive models to speed up target
tracking. A distinct advantage of ANFIS computation is that, after proper training, ANFIS completely
bypasses the repeated use of complex iterative processes for new cases presented to it.
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